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Synopsis

Includes: *Fully integrated book, CD-ROM, and online program*
*A rich online study plan that guides students through all of the integrated assets of the comprehensive program, including the book, online, and software*
*Guidance throughout the program, directing students to additional resources within the program if they need it*
*A diagnostic experience to help students concentrate on the areas in which they need the most help*
*A progress report, so students can keep track of and analyze their performance as they make their way through the program*
*Email communication at key points during the program, providing extra tips and guidance, as well as motivation to keep improving*
*Monthly online additions to ensure that the student has the latest content and information about the exam*
*Remedial content to ensure students are up-to-speed on the basic concepts before attacking higher-level content*
*Downloadable strategy and reference guides for easy prep on the go*
*Realistic practice experiences*
*Online question banks*
*6 full-length practice tests with detailed answer explanations*
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Customer Reviews

Now that the GMAT has issued a revised 11th edition of the Official Guide for GMAT Review, plus new supplementary official guides for both the verbal and quantitative sections of the test, the case for spending additional hard-earned money and scarce study time on the Kaplan review prep book is not as strong as it used to be. On the other hand, a case can be made. While the questions in the
official GMAT books have the advantage of being actual test questions rather than Kaplan attempts to emulate the well vetted questions written by ETS (and recently Pearson Vue), most of the official guides’ questions have already appeared in the 10th edition of the official GMAT guide, which means that if you have the previous edition, you won’t get much additional questions by buying the newer official GMAT books. Although the new GMAT books offer what the publisher calls "improved" explanations, many of the explanations for the reading passages and analytic reasoning sections are still useless and circular -- like answer D is correct because answer D is, uhm, correct. (I find the math explanations to be adequate, however.) In addition, because the computer administered test is adaptive, offering harder questions as you continue to get right answers, the Official Guide GMAT book questions won’t be representative of the actual mix you will get when you actually take the test, particularly if you are likely to be a high scorer, in which case the hardest 20% in the GMAT book will be more likely to represent the actual questions you will be answering.Kaplan, on the other hand, makes more of an attempt to offer insightful explanations to test questions, even if their answers are at times deficient.
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